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Abstract
Data augmentation is an essential technique for improving generalization ability
of deep learning models. Recently, AutoAugment [5] has been proposed as an
algorithm to automatically search for augmentation policies from a dataset and has
significantly enhanced performances on many image recognition tasks. However,
its search method requires thousands of GPU hours even for a relatively small
dataset. In this paper, we propose an algorithm called Fast AutoAugment that finds
effective augmentation policies via a more efficient search strategy based on density
matching. In comparison to AutoAugment, the proposed algorithm speeds up the
search time by orders of magnitude while achieves comparable performances on
image recognition tasks with various models and datasets including CIFAR-10,
CIFAR-100, SVHN, and ImageNet. Our code is open to the public by the official
GitHub3 of Kakao Brain.
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Introduction

Deep learning has become a state-of-the-art technique for computer vision tasks, including object
recognition [16, 28, 37], detection [23, 29], and segmentation [4, 11]. However, deep learning models
with large capacity often suffer from overfitting unless significantly large amounts of labeled data are
supported. Data augmentation (DA) has been shown as a useful regularization technique to increase
both the quantity and the diversity of training data. Notably, applying a carefully designed set of
augmentations rather than naive random transformations in training improves the generalization
ability of a network significantly [21, 26]. However, in most cases, designing such augmentations has
relied on human experts with prior knowledge on the dataset.
With the recent advancement of automated machine learning (AutoML), there exist some efforts
for designing an automated process of searching for augmentation strategies directly from a dataset.
AutoAugment [5] uses reinforcement learning (RL) to automatically find data augmentation policy
when a target dataset and a model are given. It samples an augmentation policy at a time using a
controller RNN, trains the model using the policy, and gets the validation accuracy as a reward to
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update the controller. AutoAugment especially achieves a dramatic improvement in performances on
several image recognition benchmarks. However, AutoAugment requires thousands of GPU hours
even in a reduced setting, in which the size of the target dataset and the network is small. Recently
proposed Population Based Augmentation (PBA) [15] is a method to deal with this problem, which
is based on population-based training method of hyperparameter optimization. In contrast to previous
methods, we propose a new search strategy that does not require any repeated training of child models.
Instead, the proposed algorithm directly searches for augmentation policies that maximize the match
between the distribution of augmented split and the distribution of another, unaugmented split via a
single model.
In this paper, we propose an efficient search
Dataset
AutoAug [5] Fast AutoAug
method of augmentation policies, called Fast
AutoAugment, motivated by Bayesian DA [36].
CIFAR-10
5000
3.5
Our strategy is to improve the generalization
SVHN
1000
1.5
performance of a given network by learning the
ImageNet
15000
450
augmentation policies which treat augmented
data as missing data points of training data. Table 1: GPU hours comparison of the proposed
However, different from Bayesian DA, the pro- method with [5]. We estimate computation cost
posed method recovers those missing data points with an NVIDIA Tesla V100 while AutoAugment
by the exploitation-and-exploration of a family measured computation cost in Tesla P100.
of inference-time augmentations [33, 34] via
Bayesian optimization in the policy search phase. We realize this by using an efficient density
matching algorithm that does not require any back-propagation for network training for each policy
evaluation. The proposed algorithm can be easily implemented by making good use of distributed
learning frameworks such as Ray [24].
Our experiments show that the proposed method can search augmentation policies significantly faster
than AutoAugment (see Table 1), while retaining comparable performances to AutoAugment on
diverse image datasets and networks, especially in two use cases: (a) direct augmentation search on
the dataset of interest, (b) transferring learned augmentation policies to new datasets. On ImageNet,
we achieve an error rate of 19.4% for ResNet-200 trained with our searched policy, which is 0.6%
better than 20.0% with AutoAugment.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we introduce related works on automatic data augmentation
in Section 2. Then, we present our problem setting to achieve the desired goal and suggest Fast
AutoAugment algorithm to solve the objective efficiently in Section 3. Finally, we demonstrate the
efficiency of our method through comparison with baseline augmentation methods and AutoAugment
in Section 4.
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Related Work

There are many studies on data augmentation, especially for image recognition. On the benchmark
image dataset, such as CIFAR and ImageNet, random crop, flip, rotation, scaling, and color transformation, have been performed as baseline augmentation methods [10, 21, 30]. Mixup [41], Cutout
[7], and CutMix [39] have been recently proposed to either replace or mask out the image patches
randomly and obtained more improved performances on image recognition tasks. However, these
methods are designed manually based on domain knowledge.
Naturally, automatically finding data augmentation methods from data in principle has emerged to
overcome the performance limitation that originated from a cumbersome exploration of methods
by a human. Smart Augmentation [22] introduced a network that learns to generate augmented
data by merging two or more samples in the same class. [32] employed a generative adversarial
network (GAN) [9] to generate images that augment datasets. Bayesian DA [36] combined Monte
Carlo expectation maximization algorithm with GAN to generate data by treating augmented data as
missing data points on the distribution of the training set.
Due to the remarkable successes of NAS algorithms on various computer vision tasks [19, 28, 42],
several current studies also deal with automated search algorithms to obtain augmentation policies for
given datasets and models. The main difference between the previously learned methods and these
automated augmentation search methods is that the former methods exploit generative models to
create augmented data directly, whereas the latter methods find optimal combinations of predefined
2
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Figure 1: An example of augmented images via a sub-policy in the search space S. Each sub-policy
τ consists of 2 operations; for instance, τ =[cutout, autocontrast] is used in this figure. Each
(τ )
operation Ōi has two parameters: the probability pi of calling the operation and the magnitude
λi of the operation. These operations are applied with the corresponding probabilities. As a result,
a sub-policy randomly maps an input data to the one of 4 images. Note that the identity map (no
augmentation) is also possible with probability (1 − p1 )(1 − p2 ).
transformation functions. AutoAugment [5] introduced an RL based search strategy that alternately
trained a child model and RNN controller and showed the state-of-the-art performances on various
datasets with different models. Recently, PBA [15] proposed a new algorithm which generates
augmentation policy schedules based on population based training [17]. Similar to PBA, our method
also employs hyperparameter optimization to search for optimal policies but uses Tree-structured
Parzen Estimator (TPE) algorithm [2] for practical implementation.

3

Fast AutoAugment

In this section, we first introduce the search space of the symbolic augmentation operations and
formulate a new search strategy, efficient density matching, to find the optimal augmentation policies
efficiently. We then describe our implementation based on Bayesian hyperparameter optimization
incorporated into a distributed learning framework.
3.1

Search Space

Let O be a set of augmentation (image transformation) operations O : X → X defined on the input
image space X . Each operation O has two parameters: the calling probability p and the magnitude λ
which determines the variability of operation. Some operations (e.g. invert, flip) do not use the
magnitude. Let S be the set of sub-policies where a sub-policy τ ∈ S consists of Nτ consecutive
(τ )
(τ )
(τ )
operations {Ōn (x; pn , λn ) : n = 1, . . . , Nτ } where each operation is applied to an input image
sequentially with the probability p as follows:

O(x; λ) : with probability p
Ō(x; p, λ) :=
(1)
x
: with probability 1 − p.
Hence, the output of sub-policy τ (x) can be described by a composition of operations as
x̃(n) = Ōn(τ ) (x̃(n−1) ),

n = 1, . . . , Nτ

where x̃(0) = x and x̃(Nτ ) = τ (x). Figure 1 shows a specific example of augmented images by τ .
Note that each sub-policy τ is a random sequence of image transformations which depend on p and
λ, and this enables to cover a wide range of data augmentations. Our final policy T is a collection of
NT sub-policies and T (D) indicates a set of augmented images of dataset D transformed by every
sub-policies τ ∈ T :
[
T (D) =
{(τ (x), y) : (x, y) ∈ D}
(2)
τ ∈T

3

⋯
(K)
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(K)

T⇤
select N

sample B

<latexit sha1_base64="ZwugAxbSFcumtWD3sn7i+LBcWrk=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFE1q1VpfreLKTbAI1UWZqYIui24ENxX6gnYcMplMG5p5kGSEMszHuNWlX9OduPUnzLSz0NYDgcM593JPjhNxJpVhzGFho7i5tV3aKe/u7R8cVqpHPRnGgtAuCXkoBg6WlLOAdhVTnA4iQbHvcNp3pveZ33+hQrIw6KhZRC0fjwPmMYKVluzKycjHakIwTzqpnVymz0n98SK1KzWjYSyA1omZkxrI0barsDhyQxL7NFCEYymHphEpK8FCMcJpWh7FkkaYTPGYDjUNsE+llSzyp+hcKy7yQqFfoNBC/b2RYF/Kme/oySytXPUy8V8vU4T0pDbRuuvK7NxKNuXdWgkLoljRgCyjeTFHKkRZfchlghLFZ5pgIpj+HSITLDBRuuSy7s1cbWmd9JoN86rRfLqute7yBkvgFJyBOjDBDWiBB9AGXUBAAl7BG3iHH3AOP+HXcrQA851j8Afw+wdYEqkP</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="YJBw8RpNRWrp48jHsEQtjbOnDTs=">AAACJXicbVBNSwMxFHypVWv9avXoJVgET2W3Cnos9eKxgv2AdinZNNuGZrNLkhXK0p/hVY/+Gm8iePKvmG33oK0DgWHmPd5k/FhwbRznCxW2its7u6W98v7B4dFxpXrS1VGiKOvQSESq7xPNBJesY7gRrB8rRkJfsJ4/u8v83hNTmkfy0cxj5oVkInnAKTFWGgxDYqaUiLS1GFVqTt1ZAm8SNyc1yNEeVVFxOI5oEjJpqCBaD1wnNl5KlOFUsEV5mGgWEzojEzawVJKQaS9dZl7gC6uMcRAp+6TBS/X3RkpCreehbyezjHrdy8R/vUxROtDWxJvuWGfn1rKZ4NZLuYwTwyRdRQsSgU2Es8rwmCtGjZhbQqji9neYToki1Nhiy7Y3d72lTdJt1N2reuPhutZs5Q2W4AzO4RJcuIEm3EMbOkAhgmd4gVf0ht7RB/pcjRZQvnMKf4C+fwAegaT1</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="zaMdHJDKkEIh+cEV+rnerkRLuUM=">AAACG3icbVBNSwMxFEy0aq1frR69BIvgqexWQY9FL56kBfsB7VKy6ds2NJtdkqxQlv4Cr3r013gTrx78N2bbPWjrQGCYeY83GT8WXBvH+cYbm4Wt7Z3ibmlv/+DwqFw57ugoUQzaLBKR6vlUg+AS2oYbAb1YAQ19AV1/epf53SdQmkfy0cxi8EI6ljzgjBortR6G5apTcxYg68TNSRXlaA4ruDAYRSwJQRomqNZ914mNl1JlOBMwLw0SDTFlUzqGvqWShqC9dJF0Ts6tMiJBpOyThizU3xspDbWehb6dDKmZ6FUvE//1MkXpQFuTrLsjnZ1byWaCGy/lMk4MSLaMFiSCmIhkRZERV8CMmFlCmeL2d4RNqKLM2DpLtjd3taV10qnX3MtavXVVbdzmDRbRKTpDF8hF16iB7lETtRFDgJ7RC3rFb/gdf+DP5egGzndO0B/grx9+bKBv</latexit>

(K)

DM
<latexit sha1_base64="jHwspWgMXZKwRR9g9MduL3RaYz8=">AAACMHicbVDLSgMxFE2sj1pfreLKTbAIdVNmRNBlUReCCBXsA9qxZDKZNjTzIMkIJczHuNWdX6MrcetXmGlnoW0PBA7n3Ms9OW7MmVSW9QlXCqtr6xvFzdLW9s7uXrmy35ZRIghtkYhHoutiSTkLaUsxxWk3FhQHLqcdd3yd+Z1nKiSLwkc1iakT4GHIfEawMtKgfHgz0P0AqxHBXN+n6ZOu3Z2mg3LVqltToEVi56QKcjQHFVjoexFJAhoqwrGUPduKlaOxUIxwmpb6iaQxJmM8pD1DQxxQ6ehp/hSdGMVDfiTMCxWaqn83NA6knASumcyiynkvE5d6mSKkL5eansyuzUVT/qWjWRgnioZklsxPOFIRytpDHhOUKD4xBBPBzOcQGWGBiTIdl0xt9nxJi6R9Vretuv1wXm1c5QUWwRE4BjVggwvQALegCVqAAA1ewCt4g+/wA37B79noCsx3DsA/wJ9f6BOo+A==</latexit>

⇥T

evaluate

train

.
.
.

M(✓)
<latexit sha1_base64="i3gWZwRLgojW/uD8k8dNQjdHNnQ=">AAACLnicbVDLSsNAFJ20Pmp9tXbpJliEuimJCLosunEjVLAPaEKZTCbt0MkkzNwIIfRb3OrOrxFciFs/w0mbhbY9MHA4517umePFnCmwrE+jVN7a3tmt7FX3Dw6Pjmv1k76KEkloj0Q8kkMPK8qZoD1gwOkwlhSHHqcDb3aX+4NnKhWLxBOkMXVDPBEsYASDlsa1hhNimBLMs4d5y4EpBXwxrjWttrWAuU7sgjRRge64bpQdPyJJSAUQjpUa2VYMboYlMMLpvOokisaYzPCEjjQVOKTKzRbp5+a5VnwziKR+AsyF+ncjw6FSaejpyTyrWvVycaOXK1IFaqPpq/zaSjQIbtyMiTgBKsgyWZBwEyIz7870maQEeKoJJpLpz5lkiiUmoBuu6trs1ZLWSf+ybVtt+/Gq2bktCqygU3SGWshG16iD7lEX9RBBKXpBr+jNeDc+jC/jezlaMoqdBvoH4+cXNOGoGg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="iwML/agxJLR55HhJKmZW+Df5e/o=">AAACM3icbVDLSsNAFJ1YH7W+Wt0IbgaLUDclEUGXRV0IbirYB7QxTCaTduhkEmYmQgnxa9zqzo8Rd+LWf3CSZqFtDwwczrmXOfe4EaNSmeaHsVJaXVvfKG9WtrZ3dveqtf2uDGOBSQeHLBR9F0nCKCcdRRUj/UgQFLiM9NzJdeb3noiQNOQPahoRO0AjTn2KkdKSUz28cZJhgNRY+okSiPI0fUwad6epU62bTTMHXCRWQeqgQNupGaWhF+I4IFxhhqQcWGak7AQJRTEjaWUYSxIhPEEjMtCUo4BIO8lPSOGJVjzoh0I/rmCu/t1IUCDlNHD1ZJ523svEpV6mCOnLpaYns9/moin/0k4oj2JFOJ4l82MGVQizAqFHBcGKTTVBWFB9HMRjJBBWuuaKrs2aL2mRdM+altm07s/rrauiwDI4AsegASxwAVrgFrRBB2DwDF7AK3gz3o1P48v4no2uGMXOAfgH4+cX/JSqkA==</latexit>

split

⋯

<latexit sha1_base64="435ZQTu5x//tLCoS1XDbZIlZz8g=">AAACInicbVBNSwMxFHypVWv9avXoJVgET2W3CnosevFYoV/QLiWbzbah2eySZIVS+ie86tFf4008Cf4Ys+0etHUgMMy8x5uMnwiujeN8ocJWcXtnt7RX3j84PDquVE+6Ok4VZR0ai1j1faKZ4JJ1DDeC9RPFSOQL1vOn95nfe2JK81i2zSxhXkTGkoecEmOl/tDwiGncHlVqTt1ZAm8SNyc1yNEaVVFxGMQ0jZg0VBCtB66TGG9OlOFUsEV5mGqWEDolYzawVBJ7x5svAy/whVUCHMbKPmnwUv29MSeR1rPIt5MRMRO97mXiv16mKB1qa+JNN9DZubVsJrz15lwmqWGSrqKFqcAmxllfOOCKUSNmlhCquP0dphOiCDW21bLtzV1vaZN0G3X3qt54vK417/IGS3AG53AJLtxAEx6gBR2gIOAZXuAVvaF39IE+V6MFlO+cwh+g7x8U/6NZ</latexit>

(K)
Dtrain

.
.
.

.
.
.

(1)

DA
<latexit sha1_base64="WuKJmrfsNjwoPLJ+cgP3COpgPks=">AAACMHicbVDLSgMxFM20Pmp9tYorN8Ei1E2ZEUGX9bFwWcE+oB2HTJppQzOZIckIJczHuNWdX6MrcetXmGlnoW0PBA7n3Ms9OX7MqFS2/WkVimvrG5ulrfL2zu7efqV60JFRIjBp44hFoucjSRjlpK2oYqQXC4JCn5GuP7nN/O4zEZJG/FFNY+KGaMRpQDFSRvIqR3eeHoRIjTFi+jpNn3TdOUu9Ss1u2DPAZeLkpAZytLyqVRwMI5yEhCvMkJR9x46Vq5FQFDOSlgeJJDHCEzQifUM5Col09Sx/Ck+NMoRBJMzjCs7UvxsahVJOQ99MZlHlopeJK71METKQK82hzK4tRFPBlaspjxNFOJ4nCxIGVQSz9uCQCoIVmxqCsKDmcxCPkUBYmY7LpjZnsaRl0jlvOHbDebioNW/yAkvgGJyAOnDAJWiCe9ACbYCBBi/gFbxZ79aH9WV9z0cLVr5zCP7B+vkFpnuo0g==</latexit>

⋯

(1)

T⇤
select N

sample B

<latexit sha1_base64="es52YwCdBxTcOJdZ4JSFk1syURw=">AAACMXicbVDLSgMxFE20aq2vVnHlJliE6qLMVEGXRTcuK/QF7Thk0kwbmnmQZIQS5mPc6tKv6U7c+hNm2llo64HA4Zx7uSfHizmTyrLmcGOzsLW9U9wt7e0fHB6VK8ddGSWC0A6JeCT6HpaUs5B2FFOc9mNBceBx2vOmD5nfe6FCsihsq1lMnQCPQ+YzgpWR3PLpMMBqQjDX7dTVV+mzrtmXqVuuWnVrAbRO7JxUQY6WW4GF4SgiSUBDRTiWcmBbsXI0FooRTtPSMJE0xmSKx3RgaIgDKh29yJ+iC6OMkB8J80KFFurvDY0DKWeBZyaztHLVy8R/vUwR0pfGROvuSGbnVrIp/87RLIwTRUOyjOYnHKkIZfWhEROUKD4zBBPBzO8QmWCBiTIll0xv9mpL66TbqNvX9cbTTbV5nzdYBGfgHNSADW5BEzyCFugAAjR4BW/gHX7AOfyEX8vRDZjvnIA/gN8/K0io9Q==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="YJBw8RpNRWrp48jHsEQtjbOnDTs=">AAACJXicbVBNSwMxFHypVWv9avXoJVgET2W3Cnos9eKxgv2AdinZNNuGZrNLkhXK0p/hVY/+Gm8iePKvmG33oK0DgWHmPd5k/FhwbRznCxW2its7u6W98v7B4dFxpXrS1VGiKOvQSESq7xPNBJesY7gRrB8rRkJfsJ4/u8v83hNTmkfy0cxj5oVkInnAKTFWGgxDYqaUiLS1GFVqTt1ZAm8SNyc1yNEeVVFxOI5oEjJpqCBaD1wnNl5KlOFUsEV5mGgWEzojEzawVJKQaS9dZl7gC6uMcRAp+6TBS/X3RkpCreehbyezjHrdy8R/vUxROtDWxJvuWGfn1rKZ4NZLuYwTwyRdRQsSgU2Es8rwmCtGjZhbQqji9neYToki1Nhiy7Y3d72lTdJt1N2reuPhutZs5Q2W4AzO4RJcuIEm3EMbOkAhgmd4gVf0ht7RB/pcjRZQvnMKf4C+fwAegaT1</latexit>

Augment
Policy T⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="zaMdHJDKkEIh+cEV+rnerkRLuUM=">AAACG3icbVBNSwMxFEy0aq1frR69BIvgqexWQY9FL56kBfsB7VKy6ds2NJtdkqxQlv4Cr3r013gTrx78N2bbPWjrQGCYeY83GT8WXBvH+cYbm4Wt7Z3ibmlv/+DwqFw57ugoUQzaLBKR6vlUg+AS2oYbAb1YAQ19AV1/epf53SdQmkfy0cxi8EI6ljzgjBortR6G5apTcxYg68TNSRXlaA4ruDAYRSwJQRomqNZ914mNl1JlOBMwLw0SDTFlUzqGvqWShqC9dJF0Ts6tMiJBpOyThizU3xspDbWehb6dDKmZ6FUvE//1MkXpQFuTrLsjnZ1byWaCGy/lMk4MSLaMFiSCmIhkRZERV8CMmFlCmeL2d4RNqKLM2DpLtjd3taV10qnX3MtavXVVbdzmDRbRKTpDF8hF16iB7lETtRFDgJ7RC3rFb/gdf+DP5egGzndO0B/grx9+bKBv</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="x56s7vNuJop5+tZr08MEraW78E0=">AAACK3icbVBPS8MwHE3m1Dn/bNOjl+AQxMNop6DHoRePE/YPtlLSNN3C0rQkqTBKP4lXPfppPCle/R6mWw+6+SDweO/34/fyvJgzpS3rA5a2yts7u5W96v7B4VGt3jgeqCiRhPZJxCM58rCinAna10xzOoolxaHH6dCb3+f+8IlKxSLR04uYOiGeChYwgrWR3HptEmI9I5invcxNLzO33rRa1hJok9gFaYICXbcByxM/IklIhSYcKzW2rVg7KZaaEU6z6iRRNMZkjqd0bKjAIVVOukyeoXOj+CiIpHlCo6X6eyPFoVKL0DOTeU617uXiv16uSBUoY6JN11f5ubVsOrh1UibiRFNBVtGChCMdobw45DNJieYLQzCRzPwOkRmWmGhTb9X0Zq+3tEkG7ZZ91Wo/Xjc7d0WDFXAKzsAFsMEN6IAH0AV9QEACnsELeIVv8B1+wq/VaAkWOyfgD+D3D/i0puE=</latexit>

(1)

DM
<latexit sha1_base64="3jFnMGrqE4sd+qNReijKpiJeW90=">AAACMHicbVDLSgMxFM20Pmp9tYorN8Ei1E2ZEUGXRV24ESrYB7TjkEkzbWgmMyQZoYT5GLe682t0JW79CjPtLLTtgcDhnHu5J8ePGZXKtj+tQnFtfWOztFXe3tnd269UDzoySgQmbRyxSPR8JAmjnLQVVYz0YkFQ6DPS9Sc3md99JkLSiD+qaUzcEI04DShGykhe5ejW04MQqTFGTN+n6ZOuO2epV6nZDXsGuEycnNRAjpZXtYqDYYSTkHCFGZKy79ixcjUSimJG0vIgkSRGeIJGpG8oRyGRrp7lT+GpUYYwiIR5XMGZ+ndDo1DKaeibySyqXPQycaWXKUIGcqU5lNm1hWgquHI15XGiCMfzZEHCoIpg1h4cUkGwYlNDEBbUfA7iMRIIK9Nx2dTmLJa0TDrnDcduOA8XteZ1XmAJHIMTUAcOuARNcAdaoA0w0OAFvII36936sL6s7/lowcp3DsE/WD+/u2Oo3g==</latexit>

⇥T

evaluate

train

<latexit sha1_base64="435ZQTu5x//tLCoS1XDbZIlZz8g=">AAACInicbVBNSwMxFHypVWv9avXoJVgET2W3CnosevFYoV/QLiWbzbah2eySZIVS+ie86tFf4008Cf4Ys+0etHUgMMy8x5uMnwiujeN8ocJWcXtnt7RX3j84PDquVE+6Ok4VZR0ai1j1faKZ4JJ1DDeC9RPFSOQL1vOn95nfe2JK81i2zSxhXkTGkoecEmOl/tDwiGncHlVqTt1ZAm8SNyc1yNEaVVFxGMQ0jZg0VBCtB66TGG9OlOFUsEV5mGqWEDolYzawVBJ7x5svAy/whVUCHMbKPmnwUv29MSeR1rPIt5MRMRO97mXiv16mKB1qa+JNN9DZubVsJrz15lwmqWGSrqKFqcAmxllfOOCKUSNmlhCquP0dphOiCDW21bLtzV1vaZN0G3X3qt54vK417/IGS3AG53AJLtxAEx6gBR2gIOAZXuAVvaF39IE+V6MFlO+cwh+g7x8U/6NZ</latexit>

Dtrain

(1)
Dtrain
<latexit sha1_base64="lwxQOpUcOWaWBTlQl/Fe7wrRt9c=">AAACM3icbVDLSsNAFJ20Pmp9tboR3AwWoW5KIoIui7pwWcE+oI1hMpm0QyeTMDMRSohf41Z3foy4E7f+g5M0C217YOBwzr3MuceNGJXKND+MUnltfWOzslXd3tnd26/VD3oyjAUmXRyyUAxcJAmjnHQVVYwMIkFQ4DLSd6c3md9/IkLSkD+oWUTsAI059SlGSktO7ejWSUYBUhPpJ0ogytP0MWlaZ6lTa5gtMwdcJlZBGqBAx6kb5ZEX4jggXGGGpBxaZqTsBAlFMSNpdRRLEiE8RWMy1JSjgEg7yU9I4alWPOiHQj+uYK7+3UhQIOUscPVknnbRy8SVXqYI6cuVpiez3xaiKf/KTiiPYkU4nifzYwZVCLMCoUcFwYrNNEFYUH0cxBMkEFa65qquzVosaZn0zluW2bLuLxrt66LACjgGJ6AJLHAJ2uAOdEAXYPAMXsAreDPejU/jy/iej5aMYucQ/IPx8wvP5Kp2</latexit>

M(✓)

apply

T⇤ (Dtrain )

<latexit sha1_base64="i3gWZwRLgojW/uD8k8dNQjdHNnQ=">AAACLnicbVDLSsNAFJ20Pmp9tXbpJliEuimJCLosunEjVLAPaEKZTCbt0MkkzNwIIfRb3OrOrxFciFs/w0mbhbY9MHA4517umePFnCmwrE+jVN7a3tmt7FX3Dw6Pjmv1k76KEkloj0Q8kkMPK8qZoD1gwOkwlhSHHqcDb3aX+4NnKhWLxBOkMXVDPBEsYASDlsa1hhNimBLMs4d5y4EpBXwxrjWttrWAuU7sgjRRge64bpQdPyJJSAUQjpUa2VYMboYlMMLpvOokisaYzPCEjjQVOKTKzRbp5+a5VnwziKR+AsyF+ncjw6FSaejpyTyrWvVycaOXK1IFaqPpq/zaSjQIbtyMiTgBKsgyWZBwEyIz7870maQEeKoJJpLpz5lkiiUmoBuu6trs1ZLWSf+ybVtt+/Gq2bktCqygU3SGWshG16iD7lEX9RBBKXpBr+jNeDc+jC/jezlaMoqdBvoH4+cXNOGoGg==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="D9p0zteG62VKwroDQDoVipCiig4=">AAACLXicbVDLSsNAFJ1pfdT6auvSzWARXJVEBF0WdeGygn1AG8JkMmmHTiZhZiKWkF9xqzu/xoUgbv0NJ2kWWntg4HDOvdwzx4s5U9qyPmClurG5tV3bqe/u7R8cNpqtgYoSSWifRDySIw8rypmgfc00p6NYUhx6nA69+U3uDx+pVCwSD3oRUyfEU8ECRrA2ktto3brpJMR6poJUS8xElrmNttWxCqD/xC5JG5TouU1YnfgRSUIqNOFYqbFtxdpJsdSMcJrVJ4miMSZzPKVjQwUOqXLSInyGTo3ioyCS5gmNCvX3RopDpRahZyaLnKteLq71ckWqQK01fZVfW4mmgysnZSJONBVkmSxIONIRyqtDPpOUaL4wBBPJzOcQmWGJiTYF101t9mpJ/8ngvGNbHfv+ot29LgusgWNwAs6ADS5BF9yBHugDAp7AM3gBr/ANvsNP+LUcrcBy5wj8Afz+AZXLqGI=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="uzYXNH5LFPkEeCH6Oavdqu//za0=">AAACP3icbVDNSsNAGNxo1Vr/Wj16WSxC9VCSKuixqAePFfoHbQibzaZdutmE3Y1QQh7Ap/GqRx/DJ/AmXr25SXPQ1oGFYeb72PnGjRiVyjTfjbX10sbmVnm7srO7t39QrR32ZRgLTHo4ZKEYukgSRjnpKaoYGUaCoMBlZODObjN/8EiEpCHvqnlE7ABNOPUpRkpLTrU+DpCaYsSSbuok52njzklySfqJEojyND3TU2bTzAFXiVWQOijQcWpGaeyFOA4IV5ghKUeWGSk7QUJRzEhaGceSRAjP0ISMNOUoINJO8mtSeKoVD/qh0I8rmKu/NxIUSDkPXD2ZB132MvFfL1OE9KU24arryey7pWzKv7YTyqNYEY4X0fyYQRXCrEzoUUGwYnNNEBZUXwfxFAmEla68onuzlltaJf1W07poth4u6+2bosEyOAYnoAEscAXa4B50QA9g8ASewQt4Nd6MD+PT+FqMrhnFzhH4A+P7Byi1r4o=</latexit>

Figure 2: An overall procedure of augmentation search by Fast AutoAugment algorithm. For
exploration, the proposed method splits the train dataset Dtrain into K-folds, which consists of two
(k)
(k)
(k)
datasets DM and DA . Then model parameter θ is trained in parallel on each DM . After training θ,
the algorithm evaluates B bundles of augmentation policies on DA . During the exploration process,
the proposed algorithm does not train model parameter θ from scratch again. The top-N policies
obtained from each K-fold are appended to an augmentation list T∗ .
Our search space is similar to previous methods except that we use both continuous values of
probability p and magnitude λ at [0, 1] which has more possibilities than discretized search space.
3.2

Search Strategy

In Fast AutoAugment, we consider searching the augmentation policy as a density matching between
a pair of train datasets. Let D be a probability distribution on X × Y and assume dataset D is sampled
from this distribution. For a given classification model M(·|θ) : X → Y that is parameterized by θ,
the expected accuracy and the expected loss of model M(·|θ) on dataset D are denoted by R(θ|D)
and L(θ|D), respectively. For a given augmentation policy T , L(θ|T (D)) denotes the expected loss
of model for augmented images of data by (2). Note that the value of the loss for fixed policy T can
vary according to the randomness in sub-policies due to (1).
3.2.1

Efficient Density Matching for Augmentation Policy Search

For any given pair of Dtrain and Dvalid , our goal is to improve the generalization ability by searching
the augmentation policies that match the density of Dtrain with density of augmented Dvalid . However,
it is impractical to compare these two distributions directly for an evaluation of every candidate
policy. Therefore, we perform this evaluation by measuring how much one dataset follows the
pattern of the other by making use of the model predictions on both datasets. In detail, let us split
Dtrain = DM ∪ DA into DM and DA that are used for learning the model parameter θ and exploring
the augmentation policy T , respectively. We employ the following objective to find a set of learned
augmentation policies T?
T∗ = argmax R(θ∗ |T (DA ))

(3)

T

where model parameter θ∗ is trained on DM . It is noted that in this objective, T∗ approximately
minimizes the distance between density of DM and density of T (DA ) from the perspective of
maximizing the performance of both model predictions with the same parameter θ. The proposed
search objective pursues to find label-preserving transformations that generates unseen but plausible
missing data samples. Namely, it does not transform but augment the data space which has to be
correctly predicted by a classification network for better generalization. This perspective is also inline
with the motivation of Bayesian DA [36]. In practice, we minimize the categorical cross-entropy loss
L(θ|T (DA )) instead of maximizing accuracy in (3).
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To achieve (3), we propose an efficient strategy for augmentation policy search (see Figure 2). First,
(1)
(K)
we conduct the K-fold stratified shuffling [31] to split the train dataset into Dtrain , . . . , Dtrain where
(k)
(k)
(k)
each Dtrain consists of two datasets DM and DA . As a matter of convenience, we omit k in the
notation of datasets in the remaining parts. Next, we train model parameter θ on DM from scratch
without data augmentation. Contrary to previous methods [5, 15], our method does not necessarily
reduce the given network to child models or proxy tasks.
After training the model parameter, for each step 1 ≤ t ≤ T , we explore B candidate policies
B = {T1 , . . . , TB } via Bayesian optimization method which repeatedly samples a sequence of
sub-policies from search space S to construct a policy T = {τ1 , . . . , τNT } and tunes corresponding
calling probabilities {p1 , . . . , pNT } and magnitudes {λ1 , . . . , λNT } to minimize the expected loss
L(θ|·) on augmented dataset T (DA ) (see line 6 in Algorithm 1). Note that, during the policy
exploration-and-exploitation procedure, the proposed algorithm does not train model parameter
from scratch again, hence the proposed method find augmentation policies significantly faster than
AutoAugment. The concrete Bayesian optimization method is explained in Section 3.2.2.
As the algorithm completes the exploration step, we select top-N policies over B and denote them Tt
collectively. Finally, we merge every Tt into T∗ . See Algorithm 1 for the overall procedure. At the
end of the process, we augment the whole dataset Dtrain with T∗ and retrain the model parameter θ.
Through the proposed method, we can expect the performance R(θ|·) on augmented dataset T∗ (DA )
is statistically higher than that on DA :
R(θ|T∗ (DA )) ≥ R(θ|DA )

since augmentation policy T∗ works as optimized inference-time augmentation [33, 34] to make the
model robustly predict correct answers. Consequently, learned augmentation policies approach (3)
and improve generalization performance as we desired.
3.2.2

Policy Exploration via Bayesian Optimization

Policy exploration is an essential ingredient in the process of automated augmentation search. Since
the evaluation of the model performance for every candidate policies is computationally expensive,
we apply Bayesian optimization to the exploration of augmentation strategies. Precisely, at the line 6
in Algorithm 1, we employ the following Expected Improvement (EI) criterion [18] for acquisition
function to explore candidate policies B efficiently:
Z


†
EI(T ) = E min(L(θ|T (DA )) − L , 0) = min(L − L† , 0)Pθ,DA (L|T )dL
(4)
Here the expectation in (4) is taken over the density function Pθ,DA on the codomain of value of
the loss function L(θ|T (DA )) which measures statistical potential of unexplored augmented data
(τ (x), y) ∈ T (DA ) to approximate (3) for given pre-trained model M(·|θ). Recall that T consists
of sub-policies τ1 , . . . , τNT and corresponding parameters {p1 , . . . , pNT } and {λ1 . . . , λNT } hence
the density function Pθ,DA (L|T ) is actually determined by these parameters. L† in (4) denotes
the constant threshold of loss value determined by the quantile of observations among previously
explored policies. We employ variable kernel density estimation [35] on graph-structured search
space S to estimate the density function Pθ,DA (L|T ) and eventually approximate the criterion (4).
Practically, since the optimization method is already proposed in tree-structured Parzen estimator
(TPE) algorithm [2], we apply their HyperOpt library for the parallelized implementation.
3.3

Implementation

Fast AutoAugment searches desired augmentation policies applying aforementioned Bayesian optimization to distributed train splits. In other words, the overall search process consists of two
steps, (1) training model parameters on K-fold train data with default augmentation rules and (2)
exploration-and-exploitation using HyperOpt to search the optimal augmentation policies. In the
below, we describe the practical implementation of the overall steps in Algorithm 1. The following
procedures are mostly parallelizable, which makes the proposed method more efficient to be used in
actual usage. We utilize Ray [24] to implement Fast AutoAugment, which enables us to train models
and search policies in a distributed manner.
Shuffle (Line 1): We split training sets while preserving the percentage of samples for each class
(stratified shuffling) using StratifiedShuffleSplit method in sklearn [27].
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Algorithm 1: Fast AutoAugment
Input :(θ, Dtrain , K, T, B, N )
(k)
(k)
(k)
Split Dtrain into K-fold data Dtrain = {(DM , DA )}
for k ∈ {1, . . . , K} do
(k)
(k)
(k)
T∗ ← ∅, (DM , DA ) ← (DM , DA )
Train θ on DM
for t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1} do
B ← BayesOptim(T , L(θ|T (DA )), B)
Tt ← Select top-N policies in B
(k)
(k)
T∗ ← T∗ ∪ Tt
S (k)
return T∗ = k T∗

// stratified shuffling
// initialize
// explore-and-exploit
// merge augmentation policies

Train (Line 4): Train models on each training split. We implement this to run parallelly across
multiple machines to reduce total running time if the computational resource is enough.
Explore-and-Exploit (Line 6): We use HyperOpt library from Ray with B search numbers and 20
maximum concurrent evaluations. Different from AutoAugment, we do not discretize search spaces
since our search algorithm can handle continuous values. We explore one of the possible operations
with probability p and magnitude λ. The values of probability and magnitude are uniformly sampled
from [0, 1] at the beginning, then HyperOpt modulates the values to optimize the objective L.
Merge (Line 7-9): Select the top N best policies for each split and then combine the obtained policies
from all splits. This set of final policies is used for re-train.

4

Experiments and Results

In this section, we examine the performance of Fast AutoAugment (FAA) on the CIFAR-10, CIFAR100 [20], and ImageNet [6] datasets and compare the results with baseline preprocessing, Cutout [7],
AutoAugment (AA) [5], and PBA [15]. For ImageNet, we only compare the baseline, AA, and FAA
since PBA does not conduct experiments on ImageNet. We follow the experimental setting of AA for
fair comparison, except that an evaluation of the proposed method on AmoebaNet-B model [28] is
omitted. As in AA, each sub-policy consists of two operations (Nτ = 2), each policy consists of five
sub-policies (NT = 5), and the search space consists of the same 16 operations (ShearX, ShearY,
TranslateX, TranslateY, Rotate, AutoContrast, Invert, Equalize, Solarize, Posterize, Contrast, Color,
Brightness, Sharpness, Cutout, Sample Pairing). Interestingly, FAA is able to select Cutout in
searched policies. We conjecture that Cutout can probably eliminate irrelevant backgrounds and
improve the classification accuracy when the inference is performed on a well-trained network. We
utilize 5-folds stratified shuffling (K = 5), 2 search width (T = 2), 200 search depth (B = 200), and
10 selected policies (N = 10) for policy evaluation. Due to the efficiency in the proposed search
process, FAA can find more numbers of optimized augmentation policies, almost regardless of its
number. Therefore, we can consider the number of sub-policies as a hyperparameter to tune.
When we use a multi-threading functionality for data augmentation, we observe that there is no actual
extension of training time by augmentation in comparison to the baseline without augmentation.
Moreover, even when we perform both the data augmentation and weight updating by SGD in a
single thread as a sequential processing, the increased training time that we observe is only 10-20%
over 200 epochs; in total, less than 5 hours on CIFAR-10/100 with WResNet28x10 and a single V100
GPU. Hence the training time overhead by increased number of sub-policies is also limited. Having
this in mind, we performed FAA with different numbers of sub-policies and determined the number
of sub-policies that produces the best average performances across different datasets and networks.
However, as shown in Figure 3, the performances obtained by 25 numbers of sub-policies are also
comparable to those by more numbers of sub-policies. We increase the batch size and adapt the
learning rate accordingly to boost the training [38]. Otherwise, we set other hyperparameters equal to
AA if possible. For the unknown hyperparameters, we follow values from the original references or
we tune them to match baseline performances.
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Model

Baseline

Cutout [7]

AA [5]

PBA [15]

Wide-ResNet-40-2
Wide-ResNet-28-10
Shake-Shake(26 2×32d)
Shake-Shake(26 2×96d)
Shake-Shake(26 2×112d)
PyramidNet+ShakeDrop

5.3
3.9
3.6
2.9
2.8
2.7

4.1
3.1
3.0
2.6
2.6
2.3

3.7
2.6
2.5
2.0
1.9
1.5

−
2.6
2.5
2.0
2.0
1.5

FAA

(transfer / direct)

3.6 / 3.7
2.7 / 2.7
2.7 / 2.5
2.0 / 2.0
2.0 / 1.9
1.8 / 1.7

Table 2: Test set error rate (%) on CIFAR-10.
Model

Baseline

Cutout [7]

AA [5]

PBA [15]

Wide-ResNet-40-2
Wide-ResNet-28-10
Shake-Shake(26 2×96d)
PyramidNet+ShakeDrop

26.0
18.8
17.1
14.0

25.2
18.4
16.0
12.2

20.7
17.1
14.3
10.7

−
16.7
15.3
10.9

FAA

(transfer / direct)

20.7 / 20.6
17.2 / 17.2
14.9 / 14.6
11.9 / 11.7

Table 3: Test set error rate (%) on CIFAR-100.
Model

Baseline

Cutout [7]

AA [5]

PBA [15]

FAA

Wide-ResNet-28-10

1.5

1.3

1.1

1.2

1.1

Table 4: Test set error rate (%) on SVHN.

Model

Baseline

AA [5]

FAA

ResNet-50
ResNet-200

23.7 / 6.9
21.5 / 5.8

22.4 / 6.2
20.00 / 5.0

22.4 / 6.3
19.4 / 4.7

Table 5: Validation set Top-1 / Top-5 error rate (%) on ImageNet.

4.1

CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100

For both CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, we conduct two experiments using FAA: (1) direct search on
the full dataset given target network (2) transfer policies found by Wide-ResNet-40-2 on the reduced
CIFAR-10 which consists of 4,000 randomly chosen examples. As shown in Table 2 and 3, overall,
FAA significantly improves the performances of the baseline and Cutout for any network while
achieving comparable performances to those of AA.
CIFAR-10 Results In Table 2, we present the test set accuracies according to different models. We
examine Wide-ResNet-40-2, Wide-ResNet-28-10 [40], Shake-Shake [8], Shake-Drop [37] models to
evaluate the test set accuracy of FAA. It is shown that, FAA achieves comparable results to AA and
PBA on both experiments. We emphasize that it only takes 3.5 GPU-hours for the policy search on the
reduced CIFAR-10. We also estimate the search time via full direct search. By considering the worst
case, Pyramid-Net+ShakeDrop requires 780 GPU-hours which is even less than the computation time
of AA (5000 GPU-hours).
CIFAR-100 Results Results are shown in Table 3. Again, FAA achieves significantly better results
than baseline and cutout. However, except Wide-ResNet-40-2, FAA shows slightly worse results
than AA and PBA. Nevertheless, the search costs of the proposed method on CIFAR-100 are same
as those on CIFAR-10. We conjecture the performance gaps between other methods and FAA are
probably caused by the insufficient policy search in the exploration procedure or the over-training of
the model parameters in the proposed algorithm.
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Validation Error (CIFAR-10)
WResNet40x2

Validation Error (CIFAR-100)

WResNet28x10

WResNet40x2

4.5

WResNet28x10

25

4.0

22.5

3.5
20
3.0
17.5

2.5
2.0

25

50

75

100

125

150

175

200

225

15

250

Number of sub-policies

25

50

75

100

125

150

175

200

225

250

Number of sub-policies

Figure 3: Validation error (%) of Wide-ResNet-40-2 and Wide-ResNet-28-10 trained on CIFAR-10
and CIFAR-100 as number of sub-policies used in training.
4.2

SVHN

We conducted an experiment with the SVHN dataset [25] with the same settings in AA. We chose
1,000 examples randomly and applied FAA to find augmentation policies. The obtained policies are
applied to an initial model and we obtain the comparable performance to AA. Results are shown
in Table 4 and Wide-ResNet-28-10 Model with the searched policies performs better than Baseline
and Cutout and it is comparable with other methods. We emphasize that we use the same settings as
CIFAR while AA tuned several hyperparameters on the validation dataset.
4.3

ImageNet

Following the experiment setting of AA, we use a reduced subset of the ImageNet train data which is
composed of 6,000 samples from randomly selected 120 classes. ResNet-50 [12] on each fold were
trained for 90 epochs during policy search phase, and we trained ResNet-50 [12] and ResNet-200
[13] with the searched augmentation policy. In Table 5, we compare the validation accuracies of
FAA with those of baseline and of AA via ResNet-50 and ResNet-200. In this test, we except the
AmoebaNet [28] since its exact implementation is not open to public. As one can see from the table,
the proposed method outperforms benchmarks. Furthermore, our search method is 33 times faster
than AA on the same experimental settings (see Table 1). Since extensive data augmentation protects
the network from overfitting [14], we believe the performance will be improved by reducing the
weight decay which is tuned for the model with default augmentation rules.

5

Discussion

Effect of Number of Augmentation Policies Similar to AA, we hypothesize that as we increase
the number of sub-policies searched by FAA, the given neural network should show improved
generalization performance. We investigate this hypothesis by testing trained models Wide-ResNet40-2 and Wide-ResNet-28-10 on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. We select sub-policy sets from a pool
of 400 searched sub-policies, and train models again with each of these sub-policy sets. Figure 3
shows the relation between average validation error and the number of sub-policies used in training.
This result verifies that the performance improves with more sub-policies up to 100-125 sub-policies.
As one can observe in Table 2-3, there are small gaps between the performance of policies from direct
search and the transferred policies from the reduced CIFAR-10 with Wide-ResNet-40-2. One can see
that those gaps increase as the model capacities increase since the searched augmentation policies by
the small model have a limitation to improve the generalization performance for the large model (e.g.,
Shake-Shake). Nevertheless, transferred policies are better than default augmentations; hence, one
can apply those policies to different image recognition tasks.
Comparison between Random Search Strategies We performed additional experiments with
two random search strategies (1) Randomly pre-selected augmentations (RPSA), which first selects a
certain number (25/50) of augmentation policies randomly from the search space, and then trains
Wide-ResNet-28-10 using the selected augmentations over 200 epochs; (2) Random augmentations
(RA), that independently samples an augmentation policy for each train input from the whole search
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space during training with 400 epochs, which is two times more epochs than AA and FAA considering
the compensation for the search time of the both algorithms.
17.6
Both the RPSA and RA are performed on CIFAR17.60
100 and repeated 20 times. As shown in the Fig17.50
ure 4, the performances of the RPSA is better
17.4
than baseline but not improved as the number
17.42
of selected policies increases. And the best performance obtained by RPSA is still worse than
17.2
FAA. In addition, the RA achieves a little bit
17.15
worse result than those obtained by RPSA, and
17.1
the improvement by RA is also less than that by
17.0
FAA. It is noted that even though we take into acRA
RPSA-25
RPSA-50
AA
FAA
count the search time of the proposed method on
CIFAR-10/100 (see Table 1), the training time for
FAA with 200 epochs including the search time is Figure 4: Comparison of test error (%) of Wideshorter than the training time for the RA with 400 ResNet-28-10 trained on CIFAR-100 between
random search strategies, AA, and FAA.
epochs.

Recently, the proposed FAA contributed to win the first place in AutoCV competition of NeurIPS
2019 AutoDL challenge [1]. Especially, since this competition required an AutoML approach under
very limited computational resources and time, the (light version of) FAA [3] was only able to apply
for augmentation searching under this situation and eventually leaded to performance improvement.
The details of this result will be published in the near future.
Search of Augmentation Policies per Class Taking advantage of the fact that the algorithm is
efficient, we experimented with searching for augmentation policies per class in CIFAR-100 with
Wide-ResNet-40-2 Model. We changed search depth B to 100, and kept other parameters the
same. With the 70 best-performing policies per class, we obtained a slightly improved error rate.
Although it is difficult to see a definite improvement compared to AA and FAA, we believe that
further optimization in this direction may improve performances more. Mainly, it is expected that the
effect should be greater in the case of a dataset in which the difference between classes such as the
object scale is enormous.
One can try tuning the other meta-parameters of Bayesian optimization such as search depth or kernel
type in the TPE algorithm in the augmentation search phase. However, this does not significantly
help to improve model performance empirically.

6

Conclusion

We propose an automatic process of learning augmentation policies for a given task and a convolutional neural network. Our search method is significantly faster than AutoAugment, and its
performances overwhelm the human-crafted augmentation methods.
One can apply Fast AutoAugment to the advanced architectures such as AmoebaNet and consider
various augmentation operations in the proposed search algorithm without increasing search costs.
Moreover, the joint optimization of NAS and Fast AutoAugment is a a curious area in AutoML. We
leave them for future works. We are also going to deal with the application of Fast AutoAugment to
various computer vision tasks beyond image classification in the near future.
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